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Hi Gordon,
Thanks for your email. I'm sorry you feel I am personally attacking you. I am not. I DO have a passion for letting our neighbors
and community know what it going on rather than assuming, in your words, "that most C1NA residents choose to avoid the issues
of our area". Please enlighten me, Gordon,--how do our residents know about the issues if they are not informed?
I have barely scratched the surface of speaking to my immediate neighbors, and not one person had heard anything about this
project. Again, I ask the question, how are they to know if they are not informed?
As for the land in question and your comment about no businesses coming in,--there are so many more possibilities that would
enhance our community. Please take a moment to read this letter written by Bear County Commissioner Tommy Calvert
here: https://sanantoniotx.s3-us-west-1.amazonaws.com/Development/Herman+and+Kittle+follow+up+letter%2C+10.7.2019.pdf. It
is fantastic,--and written by a person who obviously cares about the people.
The "rush" I was referring to in your words:
With your acceptance, no later than Tuesday evening, October 15, I can notify the District 2 councilwoman Jada AndrewsSullivan, of this decision - to allow the Camelot 1 / City of San Antonio Development Plan – be modified per your client’s
request. (Addressed to Attorney James Griffin)
Again, I'm sorry you feel I am personally attacking you. I am not. I am questioning why YOU, as the President of C1NA, have
chosen to keep our residents in the dark about this issue while making decisions and recommendations with no input from our
community.
The truth is, Gordon, if you are unable or unwilling to abide by the bylaws of C1NA, then sadly, perhaps it is time you stepped down
as President.
Sincerely,
Julieanna
Camelot 1 Founding Member on nextdoor.com
Member of C1NA

On 2019-10-15 17:28, Gordon Grabill wrote:
Julianna,
I appreciate your passion about this issue. It is sad that most C1NA residents choose to avoid the issues of our area.
You are certainly welcome to become a participant in C1NA affairs in a leadership or advisory role.

Part of being a Board Member is the need to make decisions. Decisions are always best made when residents speak their
mind. I can assure you the C1NA Board looks forward to hearing from you and other Camelot 1 residents about this issue.

Your observation about a guarantee that no section 8 housing will be developed is spot on. I don't know of any Camelot 1
resident who would want low income housing complex built next to their backyard. Do you?

Your thought to keep existing zoning, and have businesses move into the area is outstanding. Unfortunately, we've lived here
almost 20 years and not one business has come forward desiring to start-up or move their business onto the land in question.

Your note indicated I was in a rush to put this postponement of Council vote through today. You are correct, the postponement
of the council's vote had to be done today. Otherwise we'd have nothing to discuss at Thursday's residents meeting, as the City
Council would have passed the zoning change.
This had nothing to do with the vote downtown. He was in a very big hurry to let the attorney acting on behalf of
the property developer know that he, (Gordon), was approving it. (See his response above)
You mentioned a Green Light being given by me. Not so fast. Any Green Light for C1NA comes from the Board, not from me. If
a Green Light is required, it will be a C1NA Board decision based upon resident input (or vote) and Board consensus.
Why did he hold kangaroo court then? This man needs to be removed as President of C1NA in the best interest of the people.
Julianna, from the tone of your previous two communications, I feel I'm being personally attacked by you. Any attack on me is
unnecessary and unwarranted. I, like you, want to do what is correct for the neighborhood. Working together, and with the
C1NA Board much can be accomplished. (Actually, Gordon, you're the one who yelled at me to "SHUT-UP" after supposedly
"giving me the floor to speak!"
Gordon Grabill

From: Julieanna <julie@noboxes.me>
Sent: Tuesday, October 15, 2019 4:34 PM
To: Gordon Grabill <gordon@awards-mart.com>
Cc: james@brown.ortiz.law
Subject: Re: Zoning Vote

Did you make your recommendation, Gordon? If so, what did you recommend?
If you have given everyone the green light, then there is no point in the postponement. I noticed
it seemed very important for you to push this through today! Why?
~Julieanna
On 2019-10-15 15:54, Gordon Grabill wrote:
FYI,
All parties have agreed to postpone the zoning vote until Nov. 7th.

But you held "kangaroo court" and broke C1NA neighborhood by-laws after telling me
there would be no vote for the people of Camelot 1. You could have waited to tell
Gordon
Grabill
everyone
in Camelot 1. As you referenced above, the next meeting downtown isn't until
the 7th of November, but you pushed your rotten agenda anyways.
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